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Eyewear with
a purpose and

a vision of
you

Fabulous
selection of

gifts and
home décor
from around

the world

Curated
collection of

publishers for
the gift
market

Specializing
in unique

candles and
decorative
accessories
since 1956.

A modern
home décor
brand with a
vintage soul

Maine made
fashion

jewelry for all

Elevating
experiences

with your
personal style

Superior
quality and
classically
designed
candles

Soaps,
toiletries and

organic
products for
well being

Enamelware
that serves
the greater

goods.

Design Ideas -
Fun &

functional
accessories

for your home
and office

Objects to
enhance your
home and life

Using time
honored

brands and
exciting new

designs to
create

beautiful gifts
and

homewares.

Modern
aromatherapy
applications
consciously

made,
responsibly

sourced, and
easily

accessible to
fit all

lifestyles.

Unique
selection of
children's

books

Unique
selection of
gift books

Eco-Friendly,
Natural,

Plant-Based
Cleaning
Products.

Made in the
US with

Australian
Essential Oils

Nature
inspired eco
homewares
for everyday
living, using

only
sustainable
materials.

Sustainable,
lasting quality
wooden kits &

sets.

High-quality
designer

socks for the
whole family

Decorative
casual

tabletop and
drinkware

New England
designed and
manufacture

d throws,
blankets &

pillows.

With the
simple tap of

a hammer,
these

beautifully
crafted, life-

like bird

smart
,innovative

and
sustainable
products for
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silhouettes
will transform

a backyard,
garden, or

environment
into a work of

art

houseware
and home

décor

Home textiles
and

decorative
accessories

Finest quality
in home
textiles

Hand-poured
Artisan soy

candles. Made
in the US.

The essence
of nature and

art in
functional

home
products

Nature
inspired

designs for
kitchen,

garden and
home

Affordable
jewelry &

accessories
that make

women of all
ages feel
fabulous

Luxurious
makeup bags

and cases
designed for
the traveler

A boutique
chocolate
company

specializing in
chocolatey

creations that
are unique,

fun and
memorable.

Nature
inspired

candles and
accessories
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